Cloud providers have recently introduced new offerings whereby spare computing resources are accessible at discounts compared to on-demand computing. Exploiting such opportunity is challenging inasmuch as such resources are accessed with low-priority and therefore can elastically leave (through preemption) and join the computation at any time. In this paper, we design a new technique called coded elastic computing enabling distributed computations over elastic resources. The proposed technique allows machines to leave the computation without sacrificing the algorithm-level performance, and, at the same time, flexibly reduce the workload at existing machines when new ones join the computation. Leveraging coded redundancy, our approach is able to achieve similar computational cost as the original (uncoded) method when all machines are present; the cost gracefully increases when machines are preempted and reduces when machines join. The performance of the proposed technique is evaluated on matrix-vector multiplication and linear regression tasks, and shows improvements over existing techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
New offerings from cloud-service providers allow exploiting under-utilized Virtual Machines (VMs) at a fraction of the original cost [2], [3] . Computations are however scheduled on under-utilized machines with low-priority, with the consequence that (i) machines can be preempted if a high-priority job appears, which will surface as a computation failure; and (ii) new machines are allowed to join the computation at any time. Common distributed frameworks [4] , [5] often recover the failures by a "stop-the-world" scheme whereby the entire system is forced to wait until all VMs are running. However, a large fraction of machines can be preempted simultaneously (up to 90% [6] ), and preemptions can be frequent and unpredictable. In our experiments, we observed situations at scale where the stop-the-world scheme results in zero progress because, by the time a failure is recovered, a new failure occurs. This results in the necessity to build an elastic run-time framework [7] , [8] which can continue the computation despite failuresNonetheless, we face the challenge of seamlessly allocating tasks to new machines efficiently. A straightforward technique is to ignore failed machines altogether. However, ignoring the computational results in these permanently-failed preempted machines may result in an algorithmic-level performance loss [7] , especially because the number of failures can be large [6] . Ignoring partial results may also lead to reduced confidence levels on the final accuracy.
In this paper, we propose coded elastic computing: a novel distributed learning framework allowing users to compute A full version [1] of this paper is available at: https://arxiv.org/abs/1812. 06411. This paper includes a review of previous results that have been presented at the Workshop on Systems for ML at NeurIPS 2018 (without conference proceedings). over preemptable machines. Although coded elastic computing introduces redundancy using error correcting codes [9] - [15] , the way it utilizes the coded data is fundamentally different from existing works. More specifically, coded elastic computing can flexibly change the workload configuration of each machine at runtime, by selecting to use only a subset of the encoded data. It is positively-elastic in that it can reduce the workload at existing machines when new machines join. We will provably show that the size of selected data at each machine scales inversely with the number of machines, and leads to the optimal linear scaling of theoretical computational cost at each machine (with matching upper and lower bounds).
In this paper, we focus on matrix-vector multiplications to build a theoretical framework. Additionally, we provide an experimental evaluation of matrix-vector multiplication as well as a linear regression task. We observe in these experiments that the proposed technique can obtain the same convergence behavior as ordinary gradient-descent-based algorithms, but can elastically allocate the workload based on the number of available machines without any additional data movement. The experiments are performed on Amazon EC2, as well as a multitenancy cluster provided by Microsoft, and is built on top of the Apache REEF Elastic Group Communication (EGC) framework [8] . The full version [1] provides details on the experimental setup, as well as generalizations to broader applications and architectures, namely, matrix-matrix multiplications, linear regression, and master-free fully-distributed computing.
II. RESOURCE-ELASTIC CODED DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING A. Definition of Computation Elasticity
We characterize elastic events whereby existing machines can be preempted, and new machines can be added to the computation. A preemption means that machines are taken away and the local data is lost. To formalize the notion of elastic events that we adopt in this paper, we state the following properties that are characteristic of these events: Property 1. Which machine(s) to be preempted is decided by the resource allocator and is not known in advance. Property 2. The preemption is permanent. However, new machines may join after some unknown time. Property 3. If some machines leave or join, the other machines know immediately about which machines leave or join.
The second and third properties differentiate the elastic events from more commonly considered issues of faults and stragglers because (1) new machines can join the computation, and (2) one may adapt the computation scheme instantly after an elastic event and utilize the newly available resources.
Consider the case when a data matrix X is stored distributedly. Denote by P the initial number of machines. Denote by P max the maximum possible number of machines which equals to the overall size of the universe of machines handled by a cluster scheduler. A configuration point is a tuple (n, m) in which n is the number of machines and m is the memory size. Note that n changes over time, e.g., n can exceed P . A computation policy of a task at a given configuration point (n, m) is said to be achievable if the policy can complete the task using n machines, each with memory m. A policy is said to be optimal if it obtains the optimal tuple (e, u) simultaneously, where e is the number of machine preemptions that can be tolerated (i.e., the exact result can be computed even if there are e preemptions from the n available machines), and u is the size of data that a machine actually selects to use (u ≤ m). This means the memory of size m can be used to store (coded) data, but during computation, we only access a part of it. Note that the optimal tuple (e * ,u * ) depends on (n,m). For a given configuration (n, m), we want to minimize u and maximize e. Denote by A n,m the set of computing policies, and A * n,m ⊂ A n,m the set of optimal computing policies that obtain the optimal tuple (e * , u * ). Definition 1 (transition compatibility). A pair of policies (a, a ) with a ∈ A n,m and a ∈ A n ,m is said to be transition compatible if the policy a can be transitioned to policy a without moving or modifying the data in the existing machines in the event of a configuration transition (n,m)→(n ,m ).
The key to the definition is that we discourage inter-machine data movement to make the elastic configuration transitions non-disruptive to ongoing computation tasks. Definition 2. (optimal fully transition compatibility) A family of policies F = {a n,m } is said to be optimal and fully transition compatible if every pair (a n,m , a n ,m ) in F are transition compatible, and each policy a n,m is optimal, i.e., in A * n,m . We now present matrix-vector multiplication techniques that can provide an optimal fully transition compatible family with fixed memory cost, i.e., when m is fixed in all policies a n,m .
B. Data Encoding for Preemption Tolerance
Assume in the worst-case of preemption failures, there are at least L machines that remain. In this paper, we consider repeatedly computing Xw t for t = 1, 2, . . . for the same X. We partition X (row-wise) into L sub-matrices X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X L of equal size (use zero-padding if needed). The generator matrix G Pmax×L = (g s,k ), s = 1, . . . P max is predetermined. We initially generate P linear combinations (LCs) X coded s , s = 1, 2, . . . , P , (P > L) of the form:
and distribute them to P workers. When the number of machines exceeds P , we generate new LCs based on G Pmax×L . The generation can be done before the computation, and the data can be stored in the cloud which has a much larger size than the local fast memory.
Lemma II.1. Suppose the matrix G Pmax×L = (g s,k ) satisfies that any L × L submatrix is full-rank. Then, any L out of n coded computation results X coded s w, s = 1, 2, . . . , n are sufficient to recover the original (uncoded) computation results Xw regardless of the current number of machines n.
The rank condition in the lemma can be satisfied by a variety of choices of linear coefficients g s,k , e.g., if g s,k 's are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. The recovery of the results is through solving L available linear systems of the form X coded s w = L k=1 g s,k X k w. Therefore, the parameter L is also the recovery threshold. The memory cost m limits the recovery threshold. The more redundancy we have, the lower the recovery threshold we need, and hence more tolerable failures. We use systematic codes, i.e., the coded data at the first L machines X coded s , s = 1, 2, . . . , L are the original data X k , k = 1, 2, . . . , L.
C. Cyclic Data Partitioning for Elastic Computing
Since the system is aware of the available machines, when the number of machines is strictly larger than L, it becomes redundant to use all the coded data. For example, consider the case when the number of machines gradually increases from L to a large number. In this case, any L machines can provide the correct results, but we are not able to utilize the parallel gain. The situation can only be partially alleviated if we use, e.g., rateless coded computing techniques [16] (cf. Section II-F).
To positively utilize all the remaining machines and achieve the parallel computing capabilities of the extra machines, we select to use data cyclically as shown in Figure 1 . We use a systematic code for which the first L out of P coded blocks are the original data. We use the red color to denote the original data and blue to denote the remaining coded data. Each block of data is stored at one machine and is represented as a column in any sub-figure of Figure 1 . In this example, the initial number of machines is P = 6, and the recovery threshold is L = 3. All the data blocks are X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 1 + X 2 + X 3 ,
we show how to change the data selection when machines are gradually preempted from 6 to 3.
If no failures occur (Figure 1(a) ), to remove redundancy from the data, we partition each data block (column) into P sub-blocks and let each machine use L out of P sub-blocks. When there are n machines (Figure 1 (b)-1(d)), we partition each data block into n sub-blocks and still let each node use L out of n sub-blocks. If new machines join, they download the coded data previously used in some failed machines or some new LCs according to G Pmax×L . All machines use elastic data partitioning based on the current number of machines n. There are two advantages of this type of data usage: (1) the overall selected data to use is of the same size as the original data; and (2) the selected data allows to exactly recover the results. These two properties are formally introduced in Theorem II.1.
D. Coded Elastic Computing for Matrix-vector Multiplications
We provide the detailed procedures of the coded elastic computing algorithm for the repeated matrix-vector multiplication a 1
x 2
x 3
x 1 +2x 2 +3x 3 a 1 +2a 2 +3a 3 a 1 +4a 2 +9a 3 Fig. 1 . The main idea of elastic data partitioning is to use the data cyclically. The black sub-blocks with "don't use" mean that the data is stored but not accessed. Each column of data is stored at one machine. For each group (i.e., row block) of data at different machines, there is enough number of sub-blocks (3 in this case) that contain all the information. Using data cyclically leads to a linear scaling of the per-machine computational cost in the number of machines.
problem Xw t , t = 1, 2, . . . in Algorithm 1. We use X coded k,j to represent the j-th sub-block of the data at the k-th machine. We will call X coded k,j 's with the same j "the j-th group" of sub-blocks which correspond to the j-th row block in any sub-figure of Figure 1 . Note that the number of row blocks changes with the number of preempted machines. We use G j to represent the matrix of linear combination coefficients for the j-th group (row block) that are selected to use. For example, for the first group (row block) in Figure 1(a) , we have G 1 = [[1, 0, 0], [1, 2, 3] , [1, 4, 9] ] because the three selected subblocks are a 1 , a 1 + 2a 2 + 3a 3 and a 1 + 4a 2 + 9a 3 .
Algorithm 1 Coded Elastic Matrix-Vector Multiplication
Input: The data matrix X, the number of machines P , the recovery threshold L, the linear combination coefficients g s,k 's in equation (1) and the sequence of input vectors w t Preprocessing: Partition the data X into L subsets and compute the coded subsets as in (1).
Online computation:
FOR each computation with input w t : Broadcast: The master sends w t to each worker.
FOR each group index j: Gather: The k-th worker computes u t,k,j = X coded k,j w t and sends u t,k,j to the master. The master gathers vectors u t,k,j for all workers that use the j-th sub-block and obtains the matrix u t,j which contains the results for the j-th group (row block).
Decode: The master node computes u t,j G −1 j to obtain the results for the j-th group.
Output: The master node outputs Xw t . IF Preemption/New Machines: Change the selected data to use based on the current number of machines.
E. Analysis of Coded Elastic Computing
The coded elastic computing scheme provided in Algorithm 1 for matrix-vector multiplication gives a family of fullycompatible policies for fixed memory cost at each machine. In Section II-E1, we analyze the memory cost and the number of data points to be used at each existing machine. Then, in Section II-E2, we provide lower bounds on these two quantities and show that Algorithm 1 achieves the smallest memory cost and size of the selected data. Thus, the coded computing policies in Algorithm 1 is a fully compatible family of optimal policies, in that for the fixed memory cost, each policy obtains the largest number of tolerable failures and the smallest size of the selected data to use (e * ,u * ), and provides seamless transitions between each other without moving data at existing machines.
1) Upper Bounds on the Memory Cost and the Size of the Selected Data to Use: Suppose the original data has N data points and all data points are in R d , i.e., X has size N × d. Recall that P max is the maximum number of machines, L is the recovery threshold, and n is the number of currently available machines. Theorem II.1. (Achievable result) Suppose L ≤ n ≤ P max at any time. Then, algorithm 1 achieves the exact result Xw t for all t. The number of the data points stored at each machine is N/L. The number of the selected data points to use at each machine is N/n and is the same across different machines. The overall size of the selected data is the same as the size of the original data.
Proof. See the full version [1] for details. The crucial point is that there is enough number of LCs for each group to recover the computation result (see the row blocks in any sub-figure in Figure 1 ). It is trivial to see that the number of data points stored at each machine is N/L. Since we partition each column into n sub-blocks and only use L of them, the number of selected data at each worker thus becomes N/L/n · L = N/n. Theorem II.1 shows that our technique uses the same size of data as the original (uncoded) case. This is desirable for reducing the computation time for memory-bound applications.
Remark 1. (Cost analysis) The encoding time, when new machines join, can overlap with the time for running computation. The encoded data is stored in the distributed file system and can be reused. The decoding by solving a linear system at the master node has computational cost O(LN ) because the linear system for each group (row-block) of data involves L equations on L unknown sub-vectors of size N/L/n (the height of each sub-block), and there are n such groups. Thus, the decoding cost using straightforward matrixvector multiplication is L 2 · (N/L/n) · n = N L. The matrixmultiplication step at each worker has cost O(dN/n). Thus, the decoding cost is smaller than the computational cost at each worker as long as d = Ω(nL). Even if d < Ω(nL), we can partition the machines into smaller groups and respectively code each group. The decoding complexity can be further reduced to O(N log 2 L) if Vandermonde systems are used [17] , at the cost of numerical stability. One thing to note is that the decoding complexity, even using straightforward matrix-vector multiplication, is N L, and is independent of the number of workers P . The communication overhead, as shown in the experiment, is much smaller than the computation time. This has a theoretical explanation: when X is dense, the communication complexity is linear in d and N , while the computation complexity is essentially quadratic.
2) Lower Bounds on the Memory Cost and the Size of the Selected Data to Use: We provide a fundamental limit which shows that the achievable scheme provided in II.1 is optimal in terms of the memory cost and the size of the actually used data, for a fixed number of machines n and a fixed number of tolerable machine preemptions e. First, we formalize the definition of the size of data using the number of bits. This is because, in theory, we cannot store numbers with arbitrarily high-precision; otherwise, we can concatenate all the real numbers in X into one real number and only store one real number (e.g. concatenate 1.1 and 1.2 into 1.112). (a) Denote the entropy of the encoded data at the k-th machine by H k , k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then, to provide the tolerance to a maximum of n − L failures, we have max k∈{1,2,...,n} H k ≥ N L · dH; (b) The worst-case entropy of the actually used data (maximized with respect to the choice of w) has to be no less than N dH, or N n · dH at each machine.
Proof. See the full version [1] for details. To prove part (a), one can use the fact that to recover the result Xw for w = e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e d (the natural basis), at least all the information of X (which is equal to N d · H) has to be preserved in any L out of n machines, which means L max k∈{1,2,...,n} H k ≥ N d · H. For part (b), the key idea is that, for a fixed subset S of the encoded data, the set of w such that Xw can be exactly computed (which we call V S ) is a vector space (closed under addition and scaling). Now, if H(S), the entropy of the selected data, is smaller than N dH, we cannot compute Xw over the entire R d where w can take value from, because otherwise, we will be able to cover w = e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e d and compute X, which contradicts to the fact that H(S) < N dH = H(X). Thus, because V S is a vector space, its dimension can at most be d − 1. Since the amount of choices on the subset S is finite, if H(S) < N dH for all S, the dimension of all V S can be at most d − 1, the collection of which cannot cover R d . This means at least for some w, the number of the selected data to use should have entropy at least N dH.
Note that claim (b) has to be stated in a worst-case way because, for example, if we know in advance that w only takes value in a very small finite set of vectors, we can compute Xw for all possible w and store these vectors.
By comparing Theorem II.1 and Theorem II.2, we see that the coded elastic computing technique in Algorithm 1 achieves the fundamental limit because each data point has dimension d and each entry has entropy H. 1
F. Comparison with Non-elastic Coded Computing Techniques
Non-elastic coded computing cannot adapt the algorithmic procedures to exploit new machines. Consider the case when the number of machines increases from L (i.e., the recovery threshold) to a large number. We can see that elastic coded computing can have lower and lower memory-access time by using less and less data at each machine, while ordinary coded computing cannot. However, non-elastic coded computing can have many LCs at each machine [16] . E.g., suppose L = 8 LCs suffice to recover the result, and each machine has 8 LCs. Then, when the number of machines increases from n =1 to 8, rateless coded computing can achieve the optimal size of the selected data to use when n = 1, 2, 4, 8. However, they cannot move beyond the point n = 8 (i.e., the number of LCs), because each machine cannot use smaller than 1 (a fraction) LC. From another perspective, for the rateless-coded scheme to achieve fully transition compatibility in the large scale, the number of LCs at each machine also has to grow with the number of (possible) machines, leading to scaling-sense higher decoding complexity than Algorithm 1, which has fixed complexity LN .
III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Matrix-vector mini-benchmark. In this mini-benchmark, we test that indeed the time cost decreases linearly with the increase in the number of machines available. We mimic an elastic computing environment on Amazon EC2 by using different numbers of t2.large instances to compute the same matrixvector product Xw. The matrix is randomly generated and with size 30000×10000, and it is partitioned initially into 3 submatrices of size 10000 × 10000. Then, they are encoded into 6 sub-matrices, and each sub-matrix is stored at one machine (for a total of 6 machines). To mimic the elastic events, we change the number of available machines by injecting maximally 3 artificial failures. The per-iteration overall time (including both communication and computation) is shown in Figure 2(a) . Linear model mini-benchmark. In this experiment, we test a coded implementation of linear regression using line-searchbased batch gradient descent (the same setting as the baseline [7] ). We run the test over 20 machines on a Microsoft internal multi-tenancy cluster. Each data point has 3352 features, and we sample 10000 data for training and 10000 data for testing. We generate random failures and allow REEF EGC to reschedule new machines when failures occur. We start with Figure 2 (b) where we plot the time for each iteration. In theory, when all the workers are present, the computational cost per iteration should be the same as the noiseless case. However, the coded method (all) has slight overhead due to coding and a second round of communication for coded linear regression using matrix-vector multiplications. The coded method (half) shows the cost when only half of the workers are running, which is, as expected, almost twice the cost of the noiseless case. In Figure 2 (c) and 2(d) we report the generalization error, and we compare our coded elastic computing technique with three baselines, namely noiseless (no failure), ignore the failure and continue, and an existing algorithm called Elastic Distr-BGD [7] . The coded method can achieve the same convergence behavior as the noiseless case, while the ignore method achieves worst generalization error, even for different regularization parameters.
In Figure 2 (c), we show 5 different experiments on Distr-BGD using the same failure probability but different realizations. The convergence of Distr-BGD depends on when the failures occur and can lead to different algorithmic performance.
IV. CONCLUSIONS The coded elastic computing framework presented in this paper can deal with new cloud offerings where machines can leave and join during the computation. We prove that the coded elastic computing technique can achieve the same memory-access cost as the noiseless case, and hence is optimal for memory-bound applications. Using experiments in both Amazon EC2 and on a Microsoft multi-tenancy cluster, we show that the coded elastic computing technique can achieve the same convergence behavior as if no failure occurs. For the issue of reducing the communication overhead in the case of a large number of machines, please refer to the full version [1] for the fully distributed extension.
